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Deacon Tim Moore 
17 February 2019 

6th Sunday in Ordinary Time (C) 
 

An Upside-Down World!   ’JESUS’…calls us to adopt the upside-down rule…of  
"BLESSED are the poor"…so that…‘’WE’….might inherit the kingdom of God. 
 

We have three great readings tied together this weekend. 
Prophet Jeremiah tells us: “Cursed ‘IS’ the one who TRUSTS in human beings; 

Blessed is the one who trusts in the LORD.” 
 

The application of this reading for us today is obvious:   
We…are witnessing a culture that is trusting in other things and trying very HARD 
to put GOD completely out of the picture.  A good example of this:  
How often do we hear politicians say that personally they DO NOT support 
abortion, BUT they choose to construct laws that allow it to continue and  
even expand its reach.  Pleasing human beings, getting re-elected, 

instead of pleasing God is where their heart is. 
 

NOW is a good time to reflect on this reading because the season of LENT  
is coming.      We ‘ALL’ turn away from God – it’s called SIN.   
LENT calls us back and tells us to be serious about OUR spiritual life -  ‘WE ALL’ 

 should be returning to the LORD…because 
THAT…is where ‘WE’ need to be – ’IN’ the LORD’.      HE…should be our focus. 
 

Saint Paul tells us: “If Christ…has ‘NOT’ been raised, your faith is ‘VAIN’;  
you are STILL in your sins.  ‘BUT’ we know that Christ HAS been raised from the 
dead, the first fruits of those who have fallen asleep which provides ’HOPE’ for US. 

Our HOPE should NEVER fade for ourselves, in our daily struggles OR… 
for our loved ones who have finished the journey on earth. 

Our HOPE is ‘ALL’ because Jesus confronted death and overcame it-  
‘ALL’ because of HIS LOVE for us. 

 

LUKE gives us a shorter version of the Beatitudes  
THAN we are accustom to hearing, while also expressing the woes: WOE TO YOU. 
 

I found a commentary that posed an interesting twist - that the beatitudes and 
woes are ‘descriptive’ rather than ’Prescriptive’. 

They describe an already established reality…instead of calling us  
TO new behavior calculated to get blessings and to avoid woes.   
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Jesus does ‘NOT’ tell us that we should sell all that we have and give it to the poor 
so that we might attain the kingdom of God––although he will, …in fact,  
require that…of a wealthy person interested in gaining eternal life.   
However, in these beatitudes, he tells the poor that ‘THEIRS’ ‘IS’ (present tense) 
the kingdom of God.   In the woes, he tells the rich that they have already 
received their consolation.   

Are we NOT all wealthy in some way or another? 
 

NOR does he tell us to meter our intake of food to prevent hunger.  
Instead, he promises that those who are hungry NOW will be FILLED…and  

those who are FULL… NOW will be hungry. 
          There is ‘NO’ mention of reward and punishment here. 

Again, hunger for food may not be the only hunger. 
Do we hunger for TRUTH, Knowledge or JESUS Himself? 

 

Instead, JESUS describes a REVERSAL that is SIMPLY…a fact of life.   
What you SEE…is NOT what you GET! 

He describes a mirror-image world…where everything is BACKWARDS–– 
where the rules are the opposite of what we expect.   
 

The kingdom of THIS world and the kingdom of GOD are VERY DIFFERENT. 
We know ‘HOW’ things WORK in the kingdom of this world. 

NOW Jesus tells us ‘HOW’…they work in the kingdom of God. 
 

Jesus CAME ‘TO’ prepare us for life in the kingdom of GOD.   
He is TELLING us what to expect.  We should “Listen carefully!” 

 
 
Fr. Walter Burghardt, SJ… in the following reflection,  

urges us to LISTEN to these BEATITUDES…’AND’   
to ‘BE’ the BLESSING…’WHEREVER’…it is needed:   
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 “Turn the Woes Around” 

Blessed, fortunate, Happy are ‘YOU’ who are rich, rich in money or power,  
in talent or time,…because you can ‘DO’ so much for the poor,  

can LIFT the yoke of the oppressed. 
 

BUT…blessed ‘ONLY’’IF’…you have the mind of the poor, the mind of Christ. 
Only if you recognize that you may NOT do…what you will with WHAT you have. 
‘ONLY’’IF’…you realize that ‘YOU’ are stewards,  

that whatever you “OWN” you hold in trust.   
Only if you employ your power for peace, your wisdom to reconcile,  
your knowledge to open horizons, your compassion to heal,  

your HOPE…to destroy despair. 
 

Blessed, fortunate, Happy are you who are full NOW,  
who are sleek and well-fed, because you ‘ARE’ strong enough to feed the hungry,  

to touch empty stomachs with compassion. 
‘BUT’ blessed ‘ONLY’ ‘IF’…you have the mind of the hungry, the mind of Christ.  

Only if you do ‘NOT’ take your food for granted. 
Only if you are UNCOMFORTABLE as long as one sister or brother  

cries in vain for bread ‘OR’ justice ‘OR’ love. 
Only if you experience your own emptiness— 
how desperately you need the HUNGRY, how FAR you still are from God.  
 

Blessed are the ‘FULL’,…’IF’ you are ALWAYS hungry. 
Blessed are you who laugh NOW because ‘YOU’ can bring  

the joy of Christ to others,…TO those whose days are woven of tears. 
‘BUT’ blessed only if you ‘CAN’ laugh at yourselves,  

if you don’t take yourselves too seriously, 
‘IF’ human living…doesn’t revolve around you and your needs,…  

your hiatus hernia…  ‘AND’…your latest rebuff. 
 

‘ONLY’’IF’…’YOU’ take delight in all God’s creation,…in snow and star,  
in blue marlin and robin redbreast . . . in the presence of the Trinity ‘WITHIN’ you.  
 

‘ONLY’’IF’…LAUGHTER means that you ‘LET GO’— 
let go of ‘ALL’ ‘THAT’ shackles you…`        
             

         ` to yesterday,  
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to dead hopes,…imprisons you in your SMALL..SELVES. 
 

Blessed…are you,…because…YOU are FREE. 
 


